Christmas
Rosa Clará Diagonal

Universe

CONCEPT
The intention of the window display is to give a subtle Christmas party mood, very festive but not too obvious. That is why it has
been inspired by the magic, the brightness and beauty of stars, comets, celestial bodies, and in few words the greatness of
the universe. To create this effect and achieve its realization, we will hang with nylon thread decorative Christmas balls in three
different colours (black, silver and pearl) in diverse sizes. We will avoid excess and we will play with the height, position, depth and
size of the balls.
This window display concept is to be added to the last one, the (September assemblage), as a complement to the black lace vinyls
and laces.
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Set-Up (assemblage) 1:

1

FINAL
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HANG THE BALLS

Cut the remaining nylon thread
and finally place the mannequin.
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PLANIFICACTION

Tie the christmas balls switching
colors white - black - silver working
ALL space from top to bottom,
placing them at different heights
leaving space for the mannequin.
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Hang the balls. Tie the christmas balls
switching colors white - black - silver
working ALL space from top to bottom,
placing them at different heights leaving
space for the mannequin.
NOTE: If it is not posible to hang the
balls from the ceiling (false ceiling,
double ceiling, etc...) alternatively
group the balls on the floor / counter.

Set-Up 2:
ROOF ANCHORING FOR THE BALLS
WITH “EYEBOLT & PLUG”

2) Place plugs

if needed use a hammer to reach top

3) Screw eyebolts

(FOR BIG BALLS OF 40CM AND 50CM DIAMETER)

1) Make holes

2) Position
hanger nail

3) Nail

4) Tie nylon threads

tie the nylon thread strongly
and leave it hanging to the floor

5) Tie thread

tie strongly and leave the thread hanging
to ground

4) Withdraw
placer

ROOF ANCHORING WITH “HANGER NAIL”
(FOR BALLS OF 6,8,10,15,20,30CM DIAMETER)

1) Hook
placer

NOTE: alternatively you can use a stapler to place the balls. (the stapler is not included in the shipment)

